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Introduction
Overview
This document provides information on new features and improvements, bug fixes, and 
known issues for the Stealthwatch System v7.1.3 release. For additional information 
about the Stealthwatch System, go to Cisco.com. For all features included in 
Stealthwatch v7.1, refer to the release notes for each previous version: v7.1.1 and 
v7.1.2.

Terminology
This guide uses the term “appliance” for any Stealthwatch product, including virtual products 
such as the Stealthwatch Flow Sensor Virtual Edition (VE).

A "cluster" is your group of Stealthwatch appliances that are managed by the 
Stealthwatch Management Console (SMC).

Most appliances are managed by the SMC. If an appliance is not managed by the SMC, 
such as an Endpoint Concentrator, it is described as a "stand-alone appliance."

Before You Update
Before you begin the update process, please review the Stealthwatch® Update Guide 
v7.0.x to v7.1.3

Software Version
To update the appliance software to version 7.1.3, the appliance must have 7.0.0 or 
later version of 7.0.x installed. It is also important to note the following:

l Patches: For each software version, make sure you install the latest patches on
your appliances before you upgrade. Follow the instructions in the Stealthwatch
Update Guide v7.0.x to v7.1.3. For details, log in to the Stealthwatch Download
and License Center at https://stealthwatch.flexnetoperations.com.

l Update your appliance software versions incrementally. For example, if you
have Stealthwatch v6.9.x, make sure you update each appliance from v6.9.x to
v6.10.x., and then update from 6.10.x to 7.0.x. Each update guide is available on
Cisco.com.

l Downgrades: Version downgrades are not supported because of update changes
in data structures and configurations that are required to support new features
installed during the update.
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l TLS: Stealthwatch requires TLS v1.2 or later.

l For increased security, we recommend updating the IDentity 1000/1100
appliance to v3.3.0.x to take advantage of the new openSSL version with TLS 1.2.

3rd Party Applications
Stealthwatch does not support installing 3rd party applications on appliances.

Hardware
To view the supported hardware platforms for each system version, refer to the Hardware and
Version Support Matrix.

Browsers

l Compatible Browsers: Stealthwatch supports the latest version of Chrome,
Firefox, and Edge.

l Microsoft Edge: There may be a file size limitation with Microsoft Edge. We do
not recommend using Microsoft Edge to upload the software update files (SWU).

l Shortcuts: If you use browser shortcuts to access the Appliance Admin interface
for any of your Stealthwatch appliances, the shortcuts may not work after the
update process is complete. In this case, delete the shortcuts and recreate them.

l Certificates: Some browsers have changed their expiration date requirements for
appliance identity certificates. If you cannot access your appliance, log in to the
appliance from a different browser, replace the appliance identity certificate with a
custom certificate, or contact Cisco Stealthwatch Support.

Passwords
We updated the password hashing mechanism in Stealthwatch v6.10. As part of the
update to Stealthwatch v7.1.3, the SWU will run a safety check to confirm your
appliances have compatible password hashing.

l Before the Update: If your appliance admin passwords and user passwords have
not been changed since v6.9, change your passwords before you start the v7.1.3
update. For instructions, refer to the Stealthwatch Update Guide v7.0.x to
v7.1.3. If you cannot log in to the appliance, reset your admin password using the
Stealthwatch Installation and Configuration Guide.

l Safety Check: If your appliances do not pass the safety check during the v7.1.3
update, follow the instructions in the Stealthwatch Update Guide v7.0.x to
v7.1.3 to change your admin passwords and all user passwords for each
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appliance. If you cannot log in to the appliance, reset your admin password using
the Stealthwatch Installation and Configuration Guide.

If you have not changed your passwords since v6.9, your system is at risk.

Alternative Access
Use the following instructions to enable an alternative method to access your
Stealthwatch appliances for any future service needs.

It is important to enable an alternative method to access your Stealthwatch
appliances for any future service needs, using one of the following methods for
your hardware or virtual machine.

Hardware

l Console (serial connection to console port): Refer to the latest Stealthwatch
Hardware Installation Guide to connect to the appliance using a laptop or a
keyboard and monitor.
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/security/stealthwatch/products-
installation-guides-list.html

l iDRAC Enterprise (Dell appliances): Refer to the latest documentation for your
platform. iDRAC Enterprise requires a license, and iDRAC Express does not
allow console access. If you do not have iDRAC Enterprise, direct console or
SSH can be used.

l CIMC (UCS appliances): Refer to the latest Cisco
guide for your platform at https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_
computing/ucs/c/sw/cli/config/guide/b_Cisco_CIMC_CLI_Configuration_
Guide/Cisco_CIMC_CLI_Configuration_Guide_chapter1.html

Virtual Machines

l Console (serial connection to console port): Refer to the latest KVM or
VMware documentation for your appliance installation.

l For example, for KVM, see the Virtual Manager documentation.

l For VMware, see the vCenter Server Appliance Management Interface
documentation for vSphere.
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Additional Option
If you cannot log in to the appliance using the virtual or hardware methods, you can
enable SSH on the appliance network interface temporarily.

When SSH is enabled, the system’s risk of compromise increases. It is
important to enable SSH only when you need it. When you are finished using
SSH, disable it.

Enabling SSH in CentralManagement

Open SSH
Use the following instructions to open SSH for a selected appliance.

1. Open Central Management > Appliance Manager.
2. Click Actions menu for the appliance.
3. Select Edit Appliance Configuration.
4. Select the Appliance tab.

Enable SSH

1. Locate the SSH section.
2. Select whether to enable SSH access only or to also enable root access.

l Enable SSH: To allow SSH access on the appliance, check the check box.

l Enable Root SSH Access: To allow root access on the appliance, check the
check box.

3. Click Apply Settings.
4. Follow the on-screen prompts.

When SSH is enabled, the system’s risk of compromise increases. It is
important to enable SSH only when you need it. When you are finished using
SSH, disable it.

Enabling SSH in Appliance Admin Interface
Use the following instructions to open SSH for a selected appliance through the
Appliance Admin Interface.
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1. Log in to the Appliance Admin interface.
2. Click Configuration > Services.
3. Check the Enable SSH check box to allow access to SSH.
4. Check the Enable Root SSH Access check box to also allow access to root.
5. Click Apply.

When SSH is enabled, the system’s risk of compromise increases. It is
important to enable SSH only when you need it. When you are finished using
SSH, disable it.

Identify and Remove Exporters for SWD-13346
Complete the following steps to identify and remove exporters to alleviate CPU strain for
SWD-13346:

Please review the following steps and if you are unsure if this issue is
impacting your environment, or for assistance with identifying potentially
related exporters, please contact Stealthwatch Customer Support.

1. Remove any external cron jobs created to periodically restart tomcat in order to
manage this issue, if applicable.

2. Install this release using the Stealthwatch Update Guide v7.0.x to v7.1.2. Once
installation is complete, proceed to step 3.

3. To determine if you have any exporters being flagged as identity exporters, log in
to the command line interface of the SMC using the following command:

#grep 'identity-source="true"'
/lancope/var/smc/config/domain_*/exporter*.xml

Example:#grep 'identity-source="true"' /lancope/var/smc/config/domain_
*/exporter*.xml

/lancope/var/smc/config/domain_102/exporter_1855_
192.168.1.1.xml:<exporter ip="192.168.1.1" exporter-type="exporter"
identity-source="true">

Questionable exporters can be identified by the absence of an "id" field at the end
of the exporter line (example above).

Below is an example of how the newly generated xml should appear:
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Example:<exporter ip="192.168.1.1" exporter-type="exporter" identity-
source="true" id="1">

If any files were identified, continue to step 4. If no files were identified, no further
action is needed.

4. Stop the tomcat process so that they can be removed using the following
command:

#systemctl stop lc-tomcat.service

5. Use the list of files output from step 3 and remove them using the following
command:

#rm -f <path_to_xml_file>

6. Log in to the command line interface of the Flow Collector receiving flow from the
exporters found in step 3. Manually remove these same exporters from the
exporters .xml file:

a. Stop the Flow Collector engine and using the following command:
>systemctl stop engine.service

b. Using the following command, cd to the Flow Collector's config directory:
>cd /lancope/var/sw/today/config

c. Make a backup copy of exporters.xml:
>cp exporters.xml /lancope/var/exporters.xml.bak

d. Use vi or your preferred editor to remove the exporters found in step 3.
Below is an example of what a given exporter stanza might look like. Search
for the IP in question and remove the content between the "exporter" tags.
Be sure to save the file when complete.

Example:<exporter ip="192.168.1.1">
<interface if-index="1" active="1" speed-in="1000000000" speed-
out="1000000000" threshold-in="90" threshold-out="90"/>

</exporter>

7. Restart the Flow Collector engine using the following command:

#systemctl start engine.service

8. Return to the SMC SSH console using the following command:

#systemctl start lc-tomcat.service
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9. Log out of both consoles. These changes should allow for the re-creation of the
exporter configuration files related to your identity type appliances.

These new configuration files will be formatted correctly and alleviate and CPU strain
that was previously caused by this issue.
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What's New
These are the new features and improvements for the Stealthwatch System v7.1.3
release:

Stealthwatch Training Center
We've changed the login method for the Stealthwatch Training Center to Single Sign-
On (SSO).

l Log In: To access the Stealthwatch Training Center, log in with your Cisco OneID
(CCOID) credentials at
https://learning.stealthwatch.com.

l Register: If you need a Cisco OneID (CCOID) account, register at
https://identity.cisco.com/index.html.

l Learn More: For more information, go to
https://cisco.bravais.com/s/aHXPCQe0sJHPEX29OVhF.

Stealthwatch Customer Community
On July 13, 2020, we are retiring the Customer Community at
https://lancope.force.com/Customer/CustomerCommLogin.

To access Cisco Stealthwatch resources, please refer to the following:

l Stealthwatch Information Hub on Cisco Communities: Go to
https://cisco.bravais.com/s/10plGhmYWj8hC1uxin6S.

l Training Center: Refer to Stealthwatch Training Center.
l Documentation: Go to

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/security/stealthwatch/series.html.
l Contact: For Training Center and Stealthwatch Information Hub inquiries, email

the Learning Services team at stealthwatch-training@cisco.com.

Cognitive Integration Enhancements
To see the full list of monthly enhancements for the Cognitive engine, refer to the
Cognitive Release Notes.
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Contacting support
If you need technical support, please do one of the following:

l Contact your local Cisco Partner

l Contact Cisco Stealthwatch Support
o To open a case by web:

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/index.html
o To open a case by email: tac@cisco.com
o For phone support: 1-800-553-2447 (U.S.)
o For worldwide support numbers:

www.cisco.com/en/US/partner/support/tsd_cisco_worldwide_
contacts.html
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What's Been Fixed
This section summarizes fixes made in this release for issues (bugs/defects) reported by
customers in previous releases. The Stealthwatch Defect (SWD, LSQ, or LVA) number is
provided for reference.

Version 7.1.3

Defect Description

SWD-12084
Fixed the Host Group names on the Top Alarming Hosts widget
(LSQ-3577).

SWD-12442
Fixed an issue with the Debian version during OVF installation.
(LSQ-4020)

SWD-13126
Fixed an issue where the Flow Sensor network card stops
working after upgrade. (LSQ-4249)

SWD-13169
Fixed an issue with proxy authentication after upgrading from
6.10.3. (LSQ-4220)

SWD-13326
Fixed an issue where the Users page in the SMC was not loading.
(LSQ-4232)

SWD-13334
Updated the MTU settings using SystemConfigto fix the
traceback error. (LSQ-4336)

SWD-13356
Added event ID checks against default New/Max flows. (LSQ-
4359)

SWD-13474
Fixed an issue where the Flow Actions column was blank in the
Web App. (LSQ-4424)

SWD-13479
Added a warning pop-up to SystemConfig when attempting to
change the IP address, if the appliance is managed by Central
Management. (LSQ-4380)

SWD-13575
Fixed an issue where the Host Snapshot API failed to return a
vendor value for new mac-address on Apple devices. (LSQ-4463)
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Defect Description

SWD-13637
Fixed an issue where the repeat poll interval was not being
applied for saved SNMP Profile configurations. (LSQ-4481)

SWD-13643
Fixed an issue where "FlowAggregationResource rollup" was
causing high CPU usage. (LSQ-4411)

SWD-13650
Fixed an issue where pivoting to a Flow Search from the Top
Application graph would not show any data. (LSQ-4497)

SWD-13696
Fixed an issue where the UpgradeOutput.log was missing on the
primary SMC.

SWD-13759
Fixed an issue where a Packet Query returns an invalid Port or
Protocol error. (LSQ-4515)

SWD-13775
Added input validation for SNMP fields in system.xsd. (LSQ-
4528)

SWD-13823
Updated SSO installation and configuration documentation.
(LSQ-4518, LSQ-4594)

SWD-13833
Fixed an issue where the Flow Actions column was blank in the
Web App. (LSQ-4424)

SWD-13876
Fixed an issue where the snmpd service was not running after
reboot. (LSQ-4585)

SWD-13887
Fixed an issue where HA services flash during screen refresh
when HA is not configured. (LSQ- 4607)

SWD-13911
Added support for IP address type for the Flow Collector Flow
Data Loss document. (LSQ-4628)

SWD-13915
Fixed an issue where the Desktop Client took too long to load.
(LSQ-4636)

SWD-13945
Fixed an issue where the Flow Search was giving incorrect data
when an interface was included in the search criteria. (LSQ-4572)
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Defect Description

SWD-14064
Removed the requirement on the AssertionConsumerService
field for SSO.

SWD-14100
Removed duplicate port/protocols in the "service_
defenitions.xml" file. (LSQ-4642)

SWD-14179
Fixed an issue where the Flow Search Results would not allow
you to sort alphabetically.

SWD-14238 Fixed an issue with TCL libraries. (LSQ-4703)

SWD-14287
Fixed an issue where the Network Diagrams app was showing the
Host Groups diagram data in Bytes but the values were in bits.
(LSQ-4652)

SWD-14415
Fixed an issue where charts didn't appear in printed reports.
(LSQ-4735)

SWD-14451
Fixed an issue where protocol values didn't appear in exported
Top Ports and Top Conversations reports. (LSQ-4714)

SWD-14466

Created a new Advanced Setting called fake_app_exclude_list.

This setting allows the user to add a comma separated list of
Stealthwatch Appliance IDs to be ignored during the Fake
Application test. To get the IDs, go to the
/lancope/var/sw/today/config folder on the Flow Collector and
open the application_definitions.xml file.

SWD-14520
Fixed an issue where the Flow Sensor stopped processing flows.
(LSQ-4294, LSQ-4545)

SWD-14535
Updated the FPS calculation to be more accurate by not including
skipped packets detected in the processing of the packet sample.
(LSQ-4717)

SWD-14536
Fixed an issue where the upgrade log was missing from the
Central Manager UI after patch installation.
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Defect Description

SWD-14550
Fixed an undefined error when configuring audit logs on a stand-
alone appliance. (LSQ-4744)

SWD-14624
Fixed an issue where OpenDNS outside host group was missing
IPs.

SWD-14687
Fixed an issue where a LDAP configuration password containing
the "%" character caused an exception error.

SWD-14878
Fixed an issue where "Host Trends" was not properly recording
"UDP Packets Sent". (LSQ-4361)

SWD-14879
Added Flow Collector Flow Data Lost to the list of alarms. (LSQ-
4798)

SWD-14888
Fixed an issue where the last reboot time was not showing up in
the Update Manager. (LSQ-4655)

SWD-14892
Fixed an issue where the Cognitive widget didn't load for some
users with usernames that end with a dot followed by a single
letter.(LSQ-4813)

SWD-14914
Fixed an issue where Flow Sensors were missing from the
enterprise tree in the Desktop Client. (LSQ-4689)

SWD-14918
Fixed an issue with the client and server hostnames on the Flow
Search Results page. (LSQ-4472)

SWD-14930
Fixed an issue where the Desktop Client was displaying the
previous login time in UTC regardless of the user's timezone.
(LSQ-4833)

SWD-14932
Fixed an issue where the Cognitive documentation links were out
of date.

SWD-14935
Fixed an issue where interface data was not being processed.
(LSQ-4836)
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Defect Description

SWD-14936
Fixed an issue where the associated flow table for a UDP flood
security event alarm was showing TCP flows incorrectly. (LSQ-
4810)

SWD-14996

SWD-14997

Added a log rotate entry in the config file was added so that old
logs are purged and the log will not grow out of control. (LSQ-
4862)

SWD-15024
Fixed an issue where the Flow query via API returned a negative
value for the tcpConnections field.

SWD-15027
Fixed an issue where users were unable to change passwords for
any appliance after upgrade. (LSQ-4895)

SWD-15031
Fixed an issue where exporters were missing from the
SMC Desktop Client Enterprise Tree. (LSQ-4887)

SWD-15033
Fixed an issue where the Top Report was not working when the
Connection filter was set to"Port/Protocol" and the Subject
Orientation filter was set to "Server". (LSQ-4882)

SWD-15049
Fixed an issue where installed apps were missing in the App
Manager after installing the SMC Rollup006 patch. (LSQ-4911)

SWD-15062 Fixed an issue where Stealthwatch incidents weren't sent to CTR.

SWD-15112
Fixed an issue where the Desktop Client was stuck at Loading
Cache. (LSQ-4926)

SWD-15134
Fixed an issue where the ISE log was flooded with exceptions
which prevented normal diagnostics.

SWD-15255
Fixed an issue where the UDP Director would crash with a "Kernel
panic" error at high outbound traffic load. (LSQ-4906)

SWD-15337
Fixed an issue with SNMPv3 configuration passwords not
allowing some special characters. (LSQ-4974)
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Defect Description

SWD-15448 Removed Asia (Japan) cloud region from CTR.

SWD-15458
Fixed an issue where report shows no users under certain
circumstances.

SWD-15498 Fixed an issue with SMC memory leak. (LSQ-4667)

Version 7.1.2

Defect Description

SWD-11995
Add a new error message for insufficient storage when
attempting to upload a SWU file.

SWD-12307

Fixed an issue where the Security Group Tags (SGT) were not
reflected correctly and were not allowed to reset to 0, and
Subject Trust Sec Names (SGN) were not shown in the Flow
Table. (LSQ-3881)

SWD-12341
Fixed an error that caused all archived folders before "today" to
be deleted after a Flow Collector engine restart. (LSQ-3864)

SWD-12456

Historically, address scans added 4,000 points to the Concern
Index plus a number called the "hit count" every time the event
occurred. The "hit count" represented the number of times the
event occurred. This has been changed to add just the 4,000
points when the event occurs and not to add the "hit count" so
that it now matches the documentation. (LSQ-3701)

SWD-12460

SWD-12689
Truncated and rounded off the decimal part of bytes with
predefined filter available. (LSQ-3868)

SWD-12491

Flow Collector engine should set "hasMore" to be true as long as
the "total" combined records from both memory and DB exceeds
the requested number set in limit to show "more records
available" message in security events transaction report. (LSQ-
3995)
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Defect Description

SWD-12648
Corrected an issue causing data being to be written to the DB
(daily) with invalid time stamps. (LSQ-4057)

SWD-12670 MAC violation alarms are now properly generated. (LSQ-4062)

SWD-12678
Merged export_delay default value changes from 6.10 to 7.x. The
default value will be set to the new default on FS engine startup
when an older config XML file is present. (LSQ-4107)

SWD-12679
The SNMP trap now uses the correct MIB for "FlowCollector
Database Channel Down". (LSQ-4051)

SWD-12712
Fixed an issue that was causing Tomcat to crash when the FPS
rate on the FC4K was higher than 400K.

SWD-12724
Fixed an error where the Flow Collector engine writes malformed
"username" field values in security_event, and causes Vertica
parsing errors. (LSQ-4117)

SWD-12996
Added new docker services to filter and display in the Endpoint
Concentrator Admin UI. (LSQ-4165)

SWD-13000
Fixed an error where the Stealthwatch Desktop Client wasn't
communicating with the Flow Collector and secondary SMC for
licensing. (LSQ-4129)

SWD-13096
Added a warning dialog to inform the user that their summary
data will be lost if they remove a flow collector from the SMC
inventory.

SWD-13097
Fixed an issue where after upgrading the FC and FCDB were
giving license errors and dropping flows. (LSQ-4224)

SWD-13123
Fixed an issue where setting up SSO would cause a
"AccessDeniedException" error. (LSQ-4518, LSQ-4594)

SWD-13235
Fixed an issue with updating Exporter SNMP configurations
through an API call. (LSQ-4277)
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Defect Description

SWD-13257
Changed the host group name filtering based on the search
parameter. (LSQ-4185)

SWD-13284
Updated diagnostic packs to include nginx access.log. (LSQ-
4232, LSQ-4241, LSQ-4308)

SWD-13299
Added event ID checks against default New/Max flows. (LSQ-
4359)

SWD-13301
Added filter creation logic while pivoting from top ports to top
hosts. (LSQ-4360)

SWD-13311
Fixed an issue where you were unable to Export All configuration
for a domain. (LSQ-4422)

SWD-13315
Fixed an issue where Google Analytics was disabled after
performing a configuration restore.

SWD-13316
Fixed an issue where resync failed due to 504 gateway timeout
and lead to a config channel down in secondary SMC. (LSQ-
4333)

SWD-13321
Fixed an issue where a Power Analyst's Classify Hosts capability
was missing in the Host Report page. (LSQ-4493)

SWD-13342
Fixed an issue where Customer Success Metrics was disabled
after performing a configuration restore.

SWD-13346

Fixed a problem related to high CPU load averages on the SMC
caused by identity exporters being incorrectly categorized. (LSQ-
4221)

If you are experiencing higher than normal CPU load
averages due to this issue, you will need to install this
release and then complete additional actions to ensure
that these exporter's xml files are regenerated correctly.
Please review the Identify and Remove Exporters steps
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Defect Description

and if you are unsure if this issue is impacting your
environment, or for assistance with identifying
potentially related exporters, please contact
Stealthwatch Customer Support.

SWD-13353
Fixed an issue where dashboards were only displaying on the
primary SMC.

SWD-13408
Fixed an issue where a GETBULK function used was not
supported in SNMPV1. (LSQ-4407)

SWD-13454
Added ICLOUD and OFFICE365 to the INSTANT_MESSAGING
filter to prevent the Fake App alarm from alerting. (LSQ-4293)

SWD-13461
Fixed an issue where the upgrade to 7.1.1 was not shown in the
install log. (LSQ-4447)

SWD-13521 Added revocation checking for intermediate certificates.

SWD-13721

Fixed an issue where SNMP polling was creating high
CPU utilization. (LSQ-4265)

For optimal system performance, set SNMP polling to a 24 hour
interval.

SWD-13722
Fixed an issue with running Flow Queries in the Desktop Client.
(LSQ-4520)

SWD-13731
Fixed an issue where the FlowAggregator was using all available
Vertica sessions and disabling the database.

SWD-13796
Fixed an issue where the Process Control Block code was being
referenced prior to their initialization. (LSQ-4512)

SWD-13801
Fixed an issue with cache refresh causing Tomcat to become
unstable when establishing failover.

SWD-13802 Added a new script to handle the enforce-root-login service.
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(LSQ-4476)

SWD-13810
Updated the service "sw-flow-aggregator" to use the apache
http-client instead of akka-http client. (LSQ-4534)

SWD-13881
Updated the Installation and Configuration Guide to include that
SSO is not supported with Integrated Windows Authentication
(IWA).

SWD-13915
Fixed an issue where the Desktop Client took too long to load.
(LSQ-4636)

SWD-13941
Updated the Service Definitions XML to reduce excess alarms.
(LSQ-4631)

Version 7.1.1

Defect Description More Information

LVA-1248 Updated the Linux kernel.

CVE-2019-3846

CVE-2019-5489

CVE-2019-10126

CVE-2019-11477

CVE-2019-11478

CVE-2019-11479

CVE-2019-11810

CVE-2019-11833

CVE-2019-11884

SWD-12014

Fixed an issue that caused the
following message: SMC
FailoverSession resync failed: 504
Gateway Time-out on sendSnapshot.

LSQ-3853

LSQ-4218
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Defect Description More Information

SWD-12031
Removed the Flow Sensors vm-
server name info from enterprise tree.

LSQ-3859

SWD-12150
Removed scaled value of 1000 for
flow related alarm.

LSQ-3948

SWD-12989
Fixed an issue where downloading a
larger SMC configuration backup file
failed.

LSQ-4132

Version 7.1.0

Defect Description

LVA-625
Updated files and directory permissions to be more restrictive.
(LSQ-3719)

LVA-626
Added a value tag in server.xml to hide the server info. (LSQ-
3720)

SWD-8351
Fixed the x-axis time values on the Flow Collection Trend graph.
(LSQ-3748)

SWD-9749
The Cyber Threat document failed to generate. (LSQ-3311)

Enable the "suppress empty file" check box when configuring or
scheduling a document.

SWD-10546
Added a check to make sure the Flow Collector engine is up
before the SMC sends configuration changes. (LSQ-3466)

SWD-10971
Filtering the Flow Table by payload and username fails with 500
internal server error. (LSQ-3630)

Fixed the Flow Table filter xml sequence issue.

SWD-10995
Updated the Flow Collector to correct permissions on
configuration files when needed. (LSQ-3624)
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SWD-11013

Deleting a domain on the primary SMC did not remove it from the
secondary SMC in a failover pair. (LSQ-3479)

The entire configured call list of the selected domain is sent to the
secondary SMC on deletion.

SWD-11286
Updated the supported VMware versions in the documentation.
(LSQ-3662)

SWD-11310
Updated the fileshare password field to accept the special
character |. (LSQ-3665)

SWD-11311
Updated the User Details field for Subject and Peer on the Flow
Search page to allow usernames with special characters and
wildcard characters. (LSQ-3667)

SWD-11379
Added support for the underscore character in ST_Value pattern
of /lancope/admin/lib/system.xsd. (LSQ-3678)

SWD-11673
Corrected several object types from String to Integer in SNMP MIB
and added handling of the variables in newly installed systems.
(LSQ-3694)

SWD-11833
Fixed an issue where no alarms were found when selecting
Concern Index Alarms for a user. (LSQ-3778)

SWD-11861
On the Host Group Trends table, the ICMP Name column labels
and tool tips have been corrected to display "Average ICMP
Packets Sent ()". (LSQ-3786)

SWD-11925
Fixed a validation issue in the Custom Security Events
configuration. (LSQ-3800)

SWD-11961

Added an Advanced Setting to only allow the first NBAR
application ID to be set into the flow to prevent multiple fake
application alarms. To disable, set allow_nbar_app_id_migration
to 1 on your Flow Collectors. (LSQ-3789)
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Defect Description

SWD-11991
Fixed an issue where previously created Response Management
Rules could not be edited. (LSQ-3847)

SWD-12010

SWD-12044

Enhanced the engine to make use of the port definitions in
application_definitions.xml, which includes Custom Applications.
If you have Custom Applications defined using port definitions,
the engine now utilizes those definitions in determining the
client/server relationship in flows. (LSQ-3824)

SWD-12071
Fixed an issue where the Alarming Hosts widget failed to load
data. (LSQ-3785)

SWD-12074
Fixed an issue where users were unable to edit forwarding rules
on a UDP Director. (LSQ-4184)

SWD-12078
Corrected an issue that showed flow duration for more than 34
days when "start_time" was unchanged in flow records. (LSQ-
3734)

SWD-12234
Time out values in nginx had been increased in order to handle
long duration queries.

SWD-12291

Added extra pointer validation checks around the area that it was
seen crashing and added a feature to save a copy of the SLIC feed
file being processed when the engine crashes during the SLIC
feed update. The file will be included in a diagnostic pack and can
then be analyzed by Cisco to determine if it is the data in the SLIC
feed itself causing the crash.

SWD-12303
Changed the baselining code to re-baseline all hosts every time
the engine is restarted. (LSQ-3955)

SWD-12337
Fixed an issue where Active Directory configuration would not
accept more than one Domain Controller. (LSQ-4122/4161/4175)

SWD-12419
Fixed a problem where the traffic for each host was not being
archived properly into the traffic trends files. (LSQ-3988)
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Defect Description

SWD-12463
Fixed an issue where data in Central Management Appliance
Support (Audit Logs, Backup/Restore Configuration Files) was not
viewable.

SWD-12575
Upgrade process was fixed the issue that caused Juniper Flow to
go to "0% decode" after a 6.8.3 to 6.10.4 upgrade. (LSQ-4084)

SWD-12670 MAC violation alarms are now properly generated. ( LSQ-4062)

SWD-12710 Fixed an issue with Flow Sensor 4k timeout handling. (LSQ-4107)

SWD-12996
Added new docker services to filter and display in the Endpoint
Concentrator Admin UI. (LSQ-4165)

SWD-13289

Added space to the root partition, which is required for appliances
with a
5 GB root partition. Follow the instructions in the Stealthwatch®
Update Guide v7.0.x to v7.1.1.
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Known Issues
This section summarizes issues (bugs) that are known to exist in this release. Where
possible, workarounds are included. The defect number is provided for reference.

Defect
Number Description Workaround

SWD-7655

The generation of a
diagnostics pack may fail
in large systems as a
result of timing out.

To overcome this, open the SSH
console for the appliance and run this
command: doDiagPack. This will allow
the generation of the diagnostic pack
without timing out. The diagnostic pack
can be downloaded using Browse File
in the /admin/diagnostics folder, and it
can be copied off the box using SCP.

SWD-8197
The Flow Sensor was not
detecting enough
applications.

To provide more accurate application
classification, we updated the third-
party library for Application
Identification. Due to this update, some
traffic will no longer be classified as it
was in prior versions and support has
been removed for a variety of
applications. Updates to the
applications supported are dependent
on future releases from the third-party
library.

SWD-8673

SystemConfig special
character fonts look bad
when using the
SecureCRT client in ANSI
mode.

To overcome this, disable ANSI Color
when connecting or use a different
client to view the SystemConfig script.

SWD-9052
Offline license activation
failing or "Storage Binding
Break" error

This error may occur if you moved a
virtual machine, uploaded a license
more than once, or if the license is
corrupted. Please contact Cisco
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Defect
Number Description Workaround

Stealthwatch Support for assistance.

SWD-9563

When you log in to the
Stealthwatch Web App
using Internet Explorer
v11 and at any point you
refresh the Home page,
the Desktop Client drop-
down arrow and the three
navigation icons to the left
of this list (top right corner
of page) disappear. These
three icons include the
following:

• Search (magnifying glass
icon)
• Help (person icon)
• Global Settings (geer
icon)

Additionally, the fonts
look different from how
they appear when
displayed using other
browsers.

Close the browser and log in again.

SWD-11822
(LVA-664)

Stealthwatch has made a
modification to interface
API encoding that takes
effect beginning with
v7.0. When configuring a
query parameter for the
related endpoints, you can
no longer use un-escaped
characters within the URI.

In order for your integration with this
API to function correctly, you must do
the following:

For all endpoints related to the
following:

/tenants/{tenantId}/
devices/{deviceId}/
exporters/{exporterIp}/
interfaces/{interfaceId}
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Number Description Workaround

Filters such as start or end time need to
be formatted as this:

filter%5bstartTime%5d

Not this:

filter[startTime]

SWD-11929
The SMC desktop client
does not launch over IPv6
on Mac.

None currently available.

SWD-12141

When installing the pre-
SWU patch using the SMC
System Management
page, the Update Status
may continue to show
"Waiting to install."

The message might not clear, but it
does not block the update. Check the
log to confirm the pre-SWU patch was
installed successfully. Make sure you
follow the Finalize procedure in the
Stealthwatch Update Guide.

SWD-12574

If a user logs in to the
command line interface
without any failed
attempts, the EPOCH date
(January 1, 1970) might be
shown.

None currently available.

SWD-13089

Changing the appliance IP
address, host name, or
network domain name may
fail.

Before you change an appliance IP
address, host name, or network domain
name using the Appliance Setup Tool or
System Config, review the instructions
in Stealthwatch Online Help.

You will remove the appliance from
Central Management as part of the
procedure.

Also, confirm the following:

l Before you remove the appliance
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Defect
Number Description Workaround

from Central Management, make
sure the Appliance Status is
shown as Up.

l After you remove the appliance
from Central Management, the
appliance certificates are removed
from the SMC automatically.
Check the other appliance trust
stores in your cluster. If the
appliance identity certificate (of
the appliance you are changing) is
saved to other appliance trust
stores, delete it.

l After you change the appliance
IP address, host name, or network
domain name, use the Appliance
Setup Tool to add the appliance to
Central Management.

SWD-13154

We've added process
improvements to
Stealthwatch Flow
Collectors as part of this
software update. The
update may take up to 2
hours to finish.

Make sure the Flow
Collector update is
completed and the
appliance status is shown
as Up before you update
the next appliance in your
cluster.

Flow Collector 5000

None currently available.
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Defect
Number Description Workaround

Series: Make sure the
database update is
completed and the
appliance status is shown
as Up before you start the
engine update. Then,
make sure the engine
update is completed and
the appliance status is
shown as Up before you
update the next appliance
in your cluster.

SWD-13964
The database restore does
not include the encrypted
configuration backup.

To overcome this, perform the database
restore without restoring the
configuration backup by adding -r to
the doDbRestore command, then
manually restore the encrypted backup.

SWD-13968

The ANC Query does not
run causing the Network
Classification page to not
provide any Potential
Network Scanners.

Fixed in patch-smc-ROLLUP002-7.1.2-
02.swu.

SWD-14187

Browser rejects
certificates and prevents
you from accessing
appliances.

Some browsers have changed their
expiration date requirements for
appliance identity certificates. If you
cannot access your appliance, try the
following options: 

l Log in to the appliance from a
different browser.

l Replace the appliance identity
certificate with a custom
certificate. For instructions, refer
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Number Description Workaround

to Central Management > Edit
Appliance Configuration
> Appliance tab > SSL/TLS
Appliance Identity, and select
Online Help.

l Contact Cisco Stealthwatch
Support.

SWD-14311

Updated the priority level
and mapping of multiple
custom applications.
(LSQ-4718)

None currently available.

SWD-14671

Unable to log in to the
appliance SSH as root
user from CIMC/iDRAC
Serial-Over-Lan
connection.

This will be fixed in a future release.

SWD-14940

DBNode Retention
Manager drops partitions
during long database
backup periods.

We've added procedures to back up
your database that include trimming the
database and deleting snapshots after
the backup. Make sure you follow the
instructions in the Stealthwatch
Update Guide v7.0.x to v7.1.2.

For assistance, please contact Cisco
Stealthwatch Support.

SWD-15087
Configuration restore fails
after RFD.

If you reset an appliance to its factory
defaults, you cannot restore the
configuration using Central
Management. For assistance, please
contact Cisco Stealthwatch Support.

SWD-15570 Typos in Command to The command to delete Flow Collector
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Defect
Number Description Workaround

Delete Flow Collector
Snapshots

snapshots as part of the Back up
Database instructions is incorrect in the
update guide.

Use the following command to delete
SMC and Flow Collector database
snapshots:

/opt/vertica/bin/vsql -U
dbadmin -w lan1cope -c
"select remove_database_
snapshot
('StealthWatchSnap1');"

Also, make sure you delete the
database snapshots on the SMC and
the Flow Collector.

SWD-15623
Error retrieving data on
SMC/Flow Collector
database

The command to delete Flow Collector
snapshots as part of the Back up
Database instructions is incorrect in the
update guide.

Use the following command to delete
SMC and Flow Collector database
snapshots:

/opt/vertica/bin/vsql -U
dbadmin -w lan1cope -c
"select remove_database_
snapshot
('StealthWatchSnap1');"

Also, make sure you delete the
database snapshots on the SMC and
the Flow Collector.

NA
On the Flow Sensor VE,
“Export Application
Identification” is off by

To enable application identification, this
advanced setting will need to be
manually selected.
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Number Description Workaround

default.

NA

External Services, e.g.
Cognitive Analytics, do
not work when FIPS
Encryption Libraries is
enabled.

In previous releases, enabling both
External Services and FIPS Encryption
Libraries was not supported, but it did
not interfere with External Services
functionality. For v7.1 and later, if you
wish to enable Cognitive Analytics or
another External Service, you must
disable FIPS.
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Change Log

Revision Revision Date Description

1_0 July 1, 2020 Initial version.

1_1 July 17, 2020 l Updated Known Issues.

1_2 July 17, 2020 l Updated Known Issues.

1_3 September 11, 2020 l Updated Known Issues.

1_4 September 28, 2020
l Updated SWD-15570 in Known Issues.

l Added SWD-15623 to Known Issues.

2_0 October 15, 2020 l Moved SWD-14311 to Known Issues.
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Release Support Information
Official General Availability (GA) date for Release 7.1 is July 22, 2019.

For support timeline information regarding general software maintenance support,
patches, general maintenance releases, or other information regarding Cisco
Stealthwatch Release Support lifecycle, please refer to Cisco Stealthwatch® Software
Release Model and Release Support Timeline Product Bulletin.
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